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We have previously reported beneﬁcial effects of acute (i.e., single session) Assisted
Cycling Therapy (ACT) on manual dexterity and cognitive planning ability in adolescents
with Down syndrome (DS). In the present study, we report the chronic effects of eight
weeks of ACT, voluntary cycling (VC), and no cycling (NC), on the same measures in
adolescents with DS. Participants completed 8 weeks of ACT, VC, or NC. Those in the ACT
and VC groups completed 30 min sessions three times per week on a stationary bicycle.
During ACT, the mechanical motor of the bicycle augmented the cadence to a rate which
was on average 79% faster than the voluntary cadence. During VC, the participants pedaled
at a self-selected rate. Unimanual dexterity scores as measured with the Purdue Pegboard
test (PPT) improved signiﬁcantly more for the ACT and VC groups compared to the NC
group. ACT lead to greater improvements than VC and NC in the assembly sub-test, which
is a task that requires more advanced temporal and spatial processing. The ACT group
improved signiﬁcantly more than the VC group and non-signiﬁcantly more than the NC
group in cognitive planning ability as measured by the Tower of London test (ToL). There
were also signiﬁcant correlations between the assembly subtest of the PPT and all
measures of the ToL. These correlations were stronger during post-testing than pretesting. Pre-post changes in the combined PPT score and ToL number of correct moves
correlated positively in the ACT group. These results support the efﬁcacy of the salutary
effects of ACT on global ﬁne motor function and executive function in DS. Additionally, the
performance on complex bimanual dexterity tasks appears to be related to the capacity of
cognitive planning ability. This research has important implications for persons with
movement deﬁcits that affect activities of daily living.
ß 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
To maximize independence and quality of life it is important for persons with Down syndrome (DS) to maintain function
in terms of Activities of Daily Living (ADL). Over 50% of school-aged individuals with DS require support or supervision in
some of the more complex self-care activities such as bathing, dressing, and grooming (Leonard, Msall, Bower, Tremont, &
Leonard, 2002). Older adults with DS, on average, exhibit a lower functional status than age-matched persons with nonspeciﬁc intellectual disabilities (Carmeli, Kessel, Bar-Chad, & Merrick, 2004). Activities with deﬁcits speciﬁcally related to
motor control of the hand include tooth brushing and tying shoe laces. Only 11.6% and 0% of children with DS aged ﬁve years
are able to brush their teeth and tie their shoes, respectively (Dolva, Coster, & Lilja, 2004).
The effects of gross motor lower extremity exercise on lower extremity function in DS are well documented (e.g. Carmeli,
Kessel, Coleman, & Ayalon, 2002; Shields, Taylor, & Dodd, 2008). There has also been attention in other populations regarding
the effects of lower extremity exercise on upper extremity motor function (Shields et al., 2008). For instance, Ridgel, Vitek,
and Alberts (2009) successfully improved the bimanual dexterity of Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients with an eight-week
assisted cycling intervention where tandem cycling was used to augmented the cadence to a rate which was 43% faster than
the self-selected rate. An eight-week gross motor training intervention also improved the manual dexterity of children with
developmental coordination disorder (Hung & Pang, 2010). However, the chronic effects of lower extremity exercise on
upper extremity motor function in people with DS are unknown.
In addition to motor control deﬁcits, persons with DS also face a number of formidable barriers to exercise participation.
For instance, low cardiorespiratory ﬁtness, poor motor control, low exercise motivation, and social barriers are common
(Barr & Shields, 2011; Fernhall, Tymeson, Millar, & Burkett, 1989; Heller, Hsieh, & Rimmer, 2004). The Assisted Cycling
Therapy (ACT) used by Ridgel et al. (2009) could potentially overcome these barriers.
We have previously reported beneﬁcial effects of acute (i.e., single session) ACT on manual dexterity in adolescents with
DS (Ringenbach, Albert, Chen, & Alberts, 2014; Chen, Ringenbach, & Albert, 2014a). These beneﬁts may be explained by acute
arousal in the motor cortex. Acute arousal is associated with the temporary upregulation of dopamine and norepinephrine
which can improve motor and executive function (Brown, Marsden, Quinn, & Wyke, 1984; Hillman, Snook, & Jerome, 2003;
Kubesch et al., 2003; McMorris & Hale, 2015). The proposed biochemical pathways through which chronic (e.g. eight weeks)
lower extremity exercise can lead to improvements in global motor function, which includes upper extremity motor
function, includes the upregulation of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), glial-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF),
insulin-like growth factor-3 (IGF3), vascular endothelial-derived growth factor (VDGF), and dopamine, or sparing of the latter
(Alberts, Linder, Penko, Lowe, & Phillips, 2011; Cotman, Berchtold, & Christie, 2007; Piepmeier & Etnier, 2015; Tillerson,
Caudle, Reveron, & Miller, 2003). The upregulation of these growth factors can be initiated by the stimulation of Golgi tendon
organs and muscle spindle ﬁbers through the repeated shortening and lengthening of muscles and connective tissue. The
associated sensory (afferent) neurons conduct signals through the spinal cord to the brain stem, motor cortex, striatum, and
cerebellum (Alberts et al., 2011; Barker, 1948). Increased motor cortical activation occurs during voluntary and passive
movements and, along with the stimulation of the cardiovascular system, has been associated with the upregulation of the
aforementioned growth factors and neurotransmitters (Alberts et al., 2011; Barker, 1948; Cotman et al., 2007; Lotze, Braun,
Birbaumer, Anders, & Cohen, 2003; Perez, Lungholt, Nyborg, & Nielsen, 2004; Piepmeier & Etnier, 2015; Proske & Morgan,
2001; Tillerson et al., 2003). Improvements in motor control are associated with neuroplasticity in the motor cortex and
cerebellum precipitated through these growth factor cascades (Alberts et al., 2011), however, these growth factor cascades
initiated through cycling may also lead to neuroplasticity in the prefrontal cortex and improved executive function
(Ringenbach et al., 2014). Previous results suggest that ACT stimulates neuroplasticity in cortical regions associated with
motor and executive function more effectively than voluntary cycling (VC) at self-selected cadences (Chen et al., 2014a;
Ridgel et al., 2009; Ringenbach et al., 2014), however, it is important to point out that there is voluntary movement output
during ACT which means that movement during ACT is not entirely passive. This is evidenced by the power output of patients
with PD (47  16 W) in the ACT conditions (Ridgel et al., 2009). The possibility of increased neuroplasticity in the central nervous
system as a result of ACT is an important ﬁnding because persons with DS have deﬁcits in executive function, including cognitive
planning ability as well as other domains, and these deﬁcits worsen with increasing age (Lanfranchi, Jerman, Dal Pont, Alberti, &
Vianello, 2010). Additionally, the risk for dementia and Alzheimer’s disease is greatly increased in individuals with DS and
neuropathological signs of Alzheimer’s disease can occur as young as eight years of age (Hyman, 1991; Leverenz & Raskind, 1998;
Schupf et al., 1998; Wisniewski, Wisniewski, & Wen, 1985; Zigman & Lott, 2007). It is therefore important to counteract declines
in motor and cognitive function early on through appropriate interventions.
The positive association between motor development and cognitive development is also well known (Piek, Dawson,
Smith, & Gasson, 2008) and the cerebellum hypothesis may explain this connection (Diamond, 2000; Ridler et al., 2006).
Cerebellar and prefrontal cortex development accelerates between the ages of ﬁve and 10 years which coincides with a major
developmental span of both motor and executive function (Diamond, 2000; Westendorp, Hartman, Houwen, Smith, &
Visscher, 2011). Additionally, the cerebellum and prefrontal cortex are activated during planning, sequencing, and
monitoring which are all involved in motor performance and executive function tasks (Schall et al., 2003; Wagner, Koch,
Reichenbach, Sauer, & Schlösser, 2006; Westendorp et al., 2011). Speciﬁcally, Chen, Ringenbach, Albert, and Semken (2014b)
reported strong correlations of measures of manual dexterity (Purdue Pegboard test = PPT) to cognitive planning ability
(Tower of London = ToL) and verbal working memory in adolescents with DS. Cognitive planning ability and the execution of
goal-directed plans is a subdomain of executive function and it depends on activation of the prefrontal cortex and cerebellum

